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This work addresses two ways of loading proteins on microchannel surfaces for immunoassay
applications: the ‘‘stop-flow’’ and the continuous flow processes. The ‘‘stop-flow’’ method
consists of successive static incubation periods where the bulk solution depletes upon the
adsorption process. In the present paper, a multi-step ‘‘stop-flow’’ protein coating is studied and
compared to a coating under continuous flow conditions. For the ‘‘stop-flow’’, a non-dimensional
parameter is here introduced, indicating the adsorbing capacity of the system, by which it is
possible to calculate the number of loads necessary to reach the optimum coverage. For the
continuous flow, the effects on the adsorption of the kinetic rates, flow velocity and wall capacity
have been considered. This study shows the importance of a careful choice of the fluid velocity to
minimise the sample waste. For diffusion controlled and kinetics controlled processes, two flow
velocity criteria are provided in order to obtain the best possible coverage, with the same amount
of sample as with the ‘‘stop-flow’’.
1 Introduction
In previous work1 we showed that during a microimmuno-
assay the solution of adsorbing species (either the primary
antibody or the antigen) might undergo a depletion due to
the large surface-to-volume ratio intrinsic to microsystems.
The depletion leads to a lower adsorption level of the species
on the walls of the microsystem (compared to a bigger system,
where semi-infinite diffusion occurs). This may lead to a low
signal during detection. Renewing the solution by sequential
fillings of the microsystem (multiple ‘‘stop-flow’’ incubations)
or by continuously flowing the solution in the microchannel
can alleviate this drawback.
The ‘‘stop-flow’’ method consists in stopping the flow to
allow the analyte more time to diffuse to the active wall. This
‘‘stop-flow’’ methodology is here simulated in a multi-step
way and the adsorption obtained is compared with the one
obtained with flowing conditions.
Many examples of flowing heterogeneous microimmuno-
assays can be found where the analyte is flowed past the
antibody bound to a polymer surface2–5 or functionalised
surfaces.6 Sometimes, even the binding of the primary anti-
body is performed under flow conditions.7
The process of adsorption under flowing conditions is also
encountered in some biosensors for the determination of the
affinity and dissociation kinetic constants of biological
systems. In the Biacore biosensors, kinetic constants are
usually obtained with the software accompanying the sensor.8
Some deviations from the experimental results were observed
though, leading to the elaboration of models that take into
account the different aspects affecting the binding. A model to
interpret the interaction between any number of soluble and
immobilised species on a surface was proposed9 in which
special attention was brought to the rate constants of
association and dissociation as the main parameters governing
diffusion or reaction controlled processes. Another thorough
study of the relationships between the kinetic constants and
the limitation processes was done by Yarmush et al.10 Myszka
et al.11 introduced the two compartments model in which the
analyte diffuses and binds to the ligand in an unstirred layer
adjacent to the surface. This model was improved12 and used
several times13,14 to analyse biochemical binding processes.
Another model has also been proposed for coupling transport
phenomena in a flow channel with hindered diffusion
transport and reaction in the hydrogel layer of a Biacore
sensor.15 Also, with this device, the antibody/antigens systems
were studied using a Langmuir isotherm model.16
More generally, a mathematical approach to adsorption
kinetics in a flow cell has been developed by Filippov and
Filippova17 and mathematical models of adsorption and
transport processes in capillary electrochromatography have
been presented.18
In the present work, the finite element method (FEM)
is used to study the coupling of adsorption kinetics to
convection–diffusion phenomena in microchannels, providing
the time evolution of the concentration of one species, both in
solution and on the walls of the microchannel. It can be used
to study the adsorption of the primary antibody onto a
substrate or to study the reaction between a biomolecule and
the attached antibody. An analytical study to provide the
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number of ‘‘stop-flow’’ steps necessary to obtain full coverage
is addressed and validated with simulation results.
The continuous flow is studied with the FEM model and the
conditions to obtain a uniform coating along the channel are
analysed. This leads to criteria for setting the flow velocities
that allow a comparison with the ‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure in
terms of sample consumption. The channel length used in
the simulations is 1 mm long, and the flow velocity range is
10–100 mm s21. The possibility to extend the present results
to longer channels by using higher velocity values (scaling
based on the residence time conservation) has been experi-
mentally verified.
2 Theory
Adsorption in microchannels
We consider the adsorption process according to the Langmuir
isotherm model. The expression relating the concentration of
analyte adsorbed on the surface, C, to the one in solution C, at
equilibrium, is:
C theoreq
Cmax
~
KC0
1zKC0
~
y
1zy
(1)
where Ceq
theor is the surface concentration at equilibrium, Cmax
is the initial concentration of the active sites, K is the
thermodynamic constant of adsorption, and Cu the initial
concentration of the solution. The parameter y, ‘‘the motivat-
ing force to adsorption’’, is equal to KCu.19 In a microsystem
submitted to static adsorption without renewing the solution,
the analyte concentration at equilibrium is no longer Cu but
Ceq. As a consequence, the maximum surface concentration
value attainable is Ceq
msyst, lower than Ceq
theor, and eqn (1)
should be written as:
C msysteq
Cmax
~
KCeq
1zKCeq
(2)
The ‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure (far from full coverage)
This procedure consists of renewing the solute by a fast injec-
tion that is then stopped to allow an adsorption step under
static conditions. As soon as the ‘‘intermediate’’ equilibrium
Ceq
msyst has been attained, the depleted solution is renewed
again and again up to Ceq
theor. The number of loads needed to
attain Ceq
theor can be estimated in the case Ceq
msyst % Cmax, i.e.
when KCeq % 1. Under this assumption, KCeq can be neglected
in the denominator of eqn (2), which becomes:
Ceq
msyst 5 KCeqCmax (3)
One step adsorption. The total number of analyte moles nTOT
present in the channel is equal to the number of moles injected,
which distributes between the adsorbing wall and the depleted
bulk: nTOT 5 ninj 5 nwall
eq + nsoleq, where ninj (5CuVol)
indicates the number of moles injected into the system, nwall
eq
and nsol
eq respectively the moles adsorbed on the active surface
and those still in solution at equilibrium.
The mass balance can be rewritten as nTOT 5 Ceq
msystA +
CeqVol, where A and Vol are the active surface area and the
volume of the microchannel. Keeping into account eqn (3), the
following equation is obtained:
n
eq
wall
nTOT
~
KCmaxAVol
{1
1zKCmaxAVol{1
~
1
1zQ
~a (4)
where a indicates the relative adsorbing capacity of the system,
giving the ratio between the number of moles of adsorbed
analyte and the total number of moles of analyte present in the
system. The parameter Q is the dimensionless parameter intro-
duced in ref. 1 that represents the intrinsic binding charac-
teristic of the microchannel (Q 5 Vol/AKCmax). More precisely,
this parameter Q describes the number of moles adsorbed in a
microsystem compared to an ideal system (in semi-infinite
diffusion) with the same Cmax and K. A low Q value means that
Cmax and K are high compared to the volume-to-surface ratio,
leading to a consequent important bulk depletion effect.
Multi-step ‘‘stop-flow’’. Contrary to the first step, the initial
surface concentration on the wall prior to another injection is
not zero and at load N, a number nwall,N21
eq of molecules has
already been adsorbed, leading to:
nTOT,N 5 ninj + nwall,N21eq (5)
The number of moles injected into the channel ninj is con-
sidered to be the same at each step (i.e. CuVol). Due to the fact
that the equilibrium conditions are independent of the initial
distribution of the species between the surface and the solu-
tion, eqn (4) can be extrapolated to the step N giving eqn (6a);
substituting eqn (5) into eqn (6a) gets to eqn (6b); by analogy
with eqn (6b), we can write nwall,N21
eq 5 a(ninj + nwall,N22eq)
that can be substituted into eqn (6b) giving eqn (6c).
n
eq
wall,N
nTOT,N
~a (6a)
nwall,N
eq 5 a(ninj + nwall,N21eq) (6b)
nwall,N
eq 5 aninj + a(a(ninj + nwall,N22eq)) (6c)
Iterating N times this passage we obtain nwall,N
eq 5 (a +a2 +
a3 + … + aN)ninj. The geometric series
Xn{1
i~0
axi~a
1{xn
1{x
 
can
be written in the present case, giving eqn (7):
n
eq
wall,N
ninj
~
XN
i~0
ai{1~
1{aNz1
1{a
{1
 
~
a{aNz1
1{að Þ (7)
Continuous flow
When the channel (represented in Fig. 1) is submitted to
transient convection–diffusion conditions, the local form of
the flux conservation of the bulk concentration C is given by
eqn (8). The boundary condition at the active wall is expressed
by eqn (9), linking the analyte consumption flux at the active
wall1 to the time evolution of its adsorbed form:
LC
Lt
z+: {D+CzVCð Þ~0 (8)
LC
Lt
~D
LC
Ly
 
y~0
~konC Cmax{Cð Þ{koff C (9)
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where D is the analyte diffusion coefficient, kon and koff are the
forward and reverse rates of adsorption (the thermodynamic
constant being K 5 kon/koff) and V is the fluid velocity vector
for the pressure driven flow (PDF). For simplicity the nabla
operator + is used: +C 5 gradC; +?vector 5 divergence
(vector). It is worth noting that the same kind of equations
(but without convection for eqn (8), i.e. Fick’s law) is used for
the simulation of the ‘‘stop-flow’’ process.
Numerical model and assumptions
Electronic Supplementary information (ESI) is provided{
where eqns (8) and (9) are formulated using the Galerkin
method. The finite element formulation is implemented in
the software Flux-Expert2 (Astek Rhoˆne-Alpes, France),20
which is performed on a Silicon Graphics Octane 2 Unix
workstation. The features of the model are fully described in
the ESI.
The following conditions are assumed. (i) The solutions are
sufficiently diluted so that the viscosity and the density of the
fluid (assumed to be uniform) are not modified by concentra-
tion variations. (ii) The channel walls are assumed to be
smooth and the wall capillary forces are neglected in the
eventual case of a liquid/air interface. (iii) The width w of the
channel is much larger than its height h so that the velocity
gradient in the third dimension can be neglected (2D Cartesian
assumption). (iv) For the multiple ‘‘stop-flow’’ process, the
flowing load of the solution is assumed to be instantaneous. (v)
Dead volume effects are neglected.
3 Experimental
The poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) channel fabrication
method by laser ablation and the characteristics of the
confocal microscope are described in ref. 21 and 1 respectively.
The chip is inserted in a Plexiglass holder allowing the infusion
of the analyte solution through the inlet of the microchannel at
a constant flow rate. The device is coupled to 2 syringe pumps
(Kd Scientific; accuracy of the flow rate: ¡1%) via PET
microtubes (incubated for 2 hours in a 5% BSA (SIGMA)
in 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution (PBS) to avoid IgG
adsorption) connected to the Plexiglass holder with a T
junction. A 1028 M solution of labelled antibody (Fluorolink
Cy5 labelled antirabbit IgG, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech)
in 0.01 M PBS was pumped in a 4 cm long microchannel
(50 6 200 mm in cross section, as shown in Fig. 1) at a rate of
90 mL h21, corresponding to V¯ 5 2.5 mm s21 leading to a
residence time of 10 s, as the experimental channel length is
25 mm (see Fig. SI3 in the ESI{).
The protein solution was pumped for a time t0 during
which adsorption occurs. After this, the washing buffer (0.1%
Tween-20 (SIGMA) in PBS) was pumped at the same inlet at a
rate of 270 mL h21 for 1 minute to ensure an efficient washing
of the unadsorbed proteins.21 At this point, the fluorescence of
adsorbed antibody on the channel wall was measured with the
confocal microscope, giving the t0 value. The protein solution
was then pumped in the same channel for an additional time t1,
followed by washing and measurement, giving the t0 + t1 value,
and so forth. No appreciable delay in stopping the flow was
observed while switching from the infusion of the proteins to
the washing buffer. The detection spot was fixed at 2.5 cm
from the channel inlet. The mean value and its standard
deviation were taken from 5 measurements and the minimum
and maximum values from the measurements are used to
bound the average values in Fig. 6.
The quantity of adsorbed antibody can be calculated from
the fluorescence measurements with a calibration curve as
done in ref. 1. However, to compare experiments and simula-
tions, the fluorescence was normalised by the maximum value
obtained at equilibrium. The linearisation of the Langmuir
isotherm of adsorption1 of this system led to the Cmax value for
the IgG adsorption on the (PET) microchannel. As this value
is largely lower than the one theoretically obtainable, multi-
layer adsorption is not accounted for.
4 Results and discussion
Stop-flow process
The ‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure is basically a sequence of adsorp-
tion equilibria alternated with a stepwise renewing of the bulk
solution. It is illustrated by numerical simulations in Fig. 2,
showing how the duration and the number of the sequential
loadings required to reach Ceq
theor decreases with increasing y.
When y (i.e. KCu) is multiplied by two orders of magnitude,
the number of loads N to reach 99% of Ceq
theor is divided by 3
(from 3 to 1) and the time is divided by a factor of 30.
For a low coverage situation (y 5 1022), the analytical
solution (eqn (7)) is represented in Fig. 3 (lines) as a function
of N and compared to the simulation results (markers) at
different a values. Any microsystem is characterised by an a
value, which can be calculated by the second term of eqn (4),
and which is inversely proportional to 1 + Q. The parameter a
can be used to predict how many loads are necessary to reach
Ceq
theor (i.e. to reach 93% of the plateaus of the plots in Fig. 3,
for instance 3, 7, 20 loads are necessary respectively for a5 0.4,
0.6, 0.8, the last not shown). The number of loads needed
increases with a, (i.e. with Cmax, K, and the surface-to-volume
ratio A/Vol of the microsystem). When a A 1 (i.e. the wall has
a great adsorbing capacity), a great number of loads are
needed: this is due to the high Cmax/Cu ratio values resulting
from the assumption of low coverages (i.e. low y). Meanwhile,
Fig. 1 Scheme of the PET microchannel (not to scale): L 5 4 cm (the
detection point is fixed at 1.5 cm from the outlet), w 5 200 mm and
h 5 50 mm. The channel is etched by laser ablation in a 100 mm high
PET sheet. The shaded area inside the channel represents the 2D area
used in the simulations (in this case L 5 1 mm), where the PDF flow
velocity is used (further information can be found in the supplemen-
tary information{). The adsorbing wall is on the bottom.
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at high a values, the number of moles adsorbed at each load
remains high for a wide range of steps, making the multiple
‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure effective.
Continuous flow
For the following simulations, the parameters used are shown
in Table 1. The values of K and Cmax are obtained from the
study of the IgG antibodies adsorption on PET.1 The diffusion
coefficient D is that of IgG (D 5 4 6 10211 m2 s21) and the Cu
value (Cu 5 1025 mol m23, unless otherwise specified)
corresponds to the one used in the experiments. A PDF flow
is imposed, with a value of V¯ 5 100 mm s21.10
Diffusion limitation. The longitudinal distribution of the
adsorbed species is represented in Fig. 4 (continuous lines) for
different times of simulation. A diffusion limited adsorption
(koff 5 100 s
21)1 is illustrated, which can occur when an
antigen reacts with the adsorbed antibody: this reaction also
can be fitted by a Langmuir isotherm, the primary antibody
representing the active site for the adsorbate.22
As the proteins advance in the channel, they are instanta-
neously adsorbed leading to a decreasing distribution of C
along the wall. The entire wall is uniformly covered in 50 s,
corresponding to 5tres (tres 5 L/V¯ 5 10 s). Also the volume of
sample solution used Volsample is equal to 5 times the volume
of the channel Volchannel, as the following normalisation can
be done:
t
tres
~
Volsample
Volchannel
~N (10)
where t is the injection time and N corresponds to the number
of channel volumes used.
To ensure the uniformity of the coverage along the channel
(as after 5tres in Fig. 4) the injection time must be long enough
to allow the solute the time to reach the end of the channel
and then to diffuse to the wall. This means that the condition
t ¢ tres + tdiff must be respected, tdiff representing the
transversal diffusion time, whose order of magnitude is h2/D.
In this approach the longitudinal diffusion (along the channel)
is neglected. Keeping into account the definitions of tres and
tdiff we finally obtain:
t
tres
§1z h
L
 2
PeL (11)
where the Peclet number PeL 5 V¯L/D. Eqn (11) yields
the minimum experimental time necessary to achieve the
Fig. 2 Time evolution of the coverage in a 50 mm high microchannel
with sequential loadings of the analyte solution. The number of fillings
and the time needed to attain Ceq
theor increases at lower concentra-
tions. The parameters are D 5 4 6 10211 m2 s21, Cmax 5 2 6
1028 mol m22, K 5 104 m3 mol21 (kon 5 100 m
3 mol21 s21, koff 5
0.01 s21; kinetics controlled adsorption). Cu 5 1025, 1024,
1023 mol m23 for y 5 0.1, 1, 10 respectively. Ceq/Cmax
theor 5 9.1 6
1022, 0.5, and 9.9 6 1021 for y 5 0.1, 1 and 10 respectively.
Fig. 3 Representation of the number of moles adsorbed at equili-
brium compared to the number of moles injected into the
microchannel as a function of the number N of successive loads in a
‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure. The lines are calculated with eqn (7). The
markers represent the results from simulations where at each step
the ratio nwall
eq/ninj has been evaluated: the parameters are D 5 4 6
10211 m2 s21, K5 2.5 6 106 m3 mol21 (kon 5 2.5 6 10
8 m3 mol21 s21,
koff 5 100 s
21: diffusion limited case), Cu 5 4 6 1029 mol m23
(y 5 0.01). a was varied by changing Cmax, which is equal to 5.6 6
10211, 1.4 6 10210, 3.2 6 10210, 3.9 6 1029 mol m22 for a 5 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, 0.98 respectively.
Table 1 Parameters for the flow simulations
Parameters Flow simulations
D/m2 s21 4 6 10211
Cmax/mol m
22 1029
Cu/mol m23 1025
K/m3 mol21 104
kon/m
3 mol21 s21 10–106
koff/s
21 1023–100
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uniformity of the coating, if the velocity of the flow is fixed by
other experimental constraints.
To minimise the volume used (i.e. N in eqn (10)), we must
increase tres, reducing the fluid velocity. This is shown in
Fig. 5a, where the impact of different fluid velocities on
the coverage uniformity along the channel is illustrated. The
growth of the coverage at the beginning and at the end of the
channel is reported versus the relative amount of sample used,
and for the V¯ values 5 100, 30, 10 mm s21. It is illustrated how
the difference between the coverages at the beginning and at
the end of the channel (i.e. the non-uniformity of the coating)
decreases when the velocity of the flow is reduced. As expected,
the consumption of sample to reach the full coverage decreases
when the velocity decreases: to obtain 99% of the inlet
coverage at the channel outlet, 4.3, 2.5 and 1.9Volchannel are
respectively needed.
To choose the optimum velocity, one can fix a number Nmax
of Volsample that should not be exceeded. For example, if a waste
not higher than that obtained with the ‘‘stop-flow’’ method is
wanted, this number Nmax can be fixed from Fig. 3, after
calculating the coefficient a of the system. Introducing Nmax in
eqn (11) by the way of eqn (10), i.e. t/tres 5 Nmax, leads to:
Vƒ Nmax{1ð Þ DL
h2
(12)
that grants for 99% of uniformity along the channel with the
desired waste.{ We can apply this methodology to the
Fig. 4 Simulation results of adsorption in a microchannel, under
diffusion limitation (koff 5 100 s
21, continuous lines) and kinetic
limitation (koff 5 10
22 s21, dashed lines). The plots represent C/Cmax
versus the distance from the beginning of the channel (x) normalised
by the channel length (L) at 1, 3, 6, 12, 30 and 60 s after the beginning
of the injection. D 5 4 6 10211 m2 s21, Cmax 5 10
29 mol m22,
K 5 104 m3 mol21, Cu 5 1025 mol m23, V¯ 5 100 mm s21. As y 5 0.1,
Ceq
theor/Cmax 5 9.1 6 10
22.
Fig. 5 (a) Evolution of the coverage at the inlet (set of plot to the left)
and at the outlet (set of plots to the right) of the microchannel wall as a
function of the volume of sample used, normalised by the volume of
the channel (Volsample/Volchannel). On top axis time is normalised by the
residence time L/V¯. The adsorption is diffusion controlled (koff 5
100 s21). Flow velocities are V¯ 5 100 (short dashed lines), 30 (dashed
and dotted lines), 10 mm s21 (long dashed lines). The other parameters
are those of Fig. 4. The numbers under the stop-flow plots represent
the steps. (b) Evolution of the coverage at the end of the channel as a
function of the residence time for different Q values: Cmax was changed,
the other parameters are those of Fig. 5a. V¯ 5 30 mm s21 so that the
case Q 5 5 corresponds to the dashed line in Fig. 5a.
{ The validity of eqn (12) has been verified for systems where Peh 5
V¯h/D ¢ 10.
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adsorption system represented in Fig. 5a, characterised by
a 5 0.167. From a plot like those in Fig. 3 or eqn (7), it is
possible to calculate Nmax 5 3 (for 99% of the Ceq
theor) with the
‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure, which is also confirmed by the full
line curve of Fig. 5a. From eqn (12), for Nmax 5 3, we obtain
V¯ 5 32 mm s21: as just seen above, this flow velocity leads to
using 2.5Volchannel, respecting the desired sample consumption.
More generally, choosing for instance Nmax 5 7 and 2 (the first
not shown as it is out of scale) leads to imposing V¯ values¡ 96
and 16 mm s21 (in agreement with the velocity values used in
Fig. 5a, for which 4.3, and 1.9Volchannel are respectively used).
The criterion (eqn (12)) is then confirmed as a valid rule to have
less or the same waste than with the ‘‘stop-flow’’ for a given
degree of uniformity of the adsorbed analyte along the channel.
The same comparison is illustrated in Fig. SI4 in the ESI{ as
a function of the absolute time. If time is the priority, the
continuous flow becomes the fastest method when using high
flow velocities, employing a great amount of sample.
It must be stated that the criterion (eqn (12)) is valid when
the microsystem is characterised by a Q value higher than 5 (as
in Fig. 5a). In Fig. 5b the coating evolution as a function
of time at the end of the channel is shown in systems with
different Q values and for a solution velocity V¯ 5 30 mm s21.
At low Q values the adsorbing capacity of the system is very
high and the residence time must be greater than the time to fill
the adsorbing wall (which can be much longer than the tdiff to
cross the channel). This leads to an increased time to complete
the adsorption by orders of magnitude (20 times the tres for
Q 5 0.1, with tres 5 30 s) and to a reduction of the velocity
value given in eqn (12). However the Q values range in which
eqn (12) holds covers the majority of the common experi-
mental cases (adsorption on polymers without surface
modifications).23
A comparison between the number of ‘‘stop-flow’’ steps and
the number of tres to be used with the continuous flow to reach
full coverage (by simulations up to the equilibrium) is made
in Table 2 for different Q values. The number of ‘‘stop-flow’’
steps is obtained with the analytical method that was com-
pared with simulation results in Fig. 3. The two procedures are
always comparable (at y 5 1023 and V¯ 5 30 mm s21, which
respects eqn (12)). The difference with the simulations carried
out with y 5 0.1 is due to the fact that the analytical solution
presumes independence from Cu (y % 1).
Kinetic limitation (see Fig. 4, dashed lines). The kinetic rates
of adsorption chosen here are very low as during the antibody
adsorption on the walls of a microtiter well (koff values are
1022 s21, slightly faster than the kinetics of IgG adsorption on
laser-ablated PET).1 The theoretical coverage Ceq
theor (i.e.
9.1 6 1022Cmax) is attained after a long time (100 minutes, not
shown) through quasi-uniform concentration profiles (as
under incubation). In fact, the time required for the adsorption
(treac 5 Cu/kon 5 1000 s)
13 is much greater than the difference
of exposition time of the wall to the analyte between the inlet
and the outlet of the channel (x/V¯ 5 10 s at the channel outlet
for V¯5 100 mm s21). Introducing a continuous flowing process
doesn’t bring any improvement to this adsorption step or
would require a very low fluid velocity to let the residence time
be greater than the reaction time. By analogy to the case of
diffusion limitation, we can derive the following criterion for
the velocity:
V¯ , (Nmax–1)konCuL (13)
From this criterion, we can predict if a flow can be
experimentally used or not, especially with low concentrations
or slow kinetics.
In Fig. 6, a comparison between the ‘‘stop-flow’’ and the
continuous flow under kinetic limitation is shown as a function
of the absolute time, which is an important factor when the
Table 2 Number of ‘‘stop-flow’’ steps needed to reach 99% of the
plateau values in plots like those of Fig. 3 and number of tres
necessary to reach 99% of the full coverage with a continuous flow
(V¯ 5 30 mm s21) as a function of a and the corresponding Q
(parameters of Fig. 5b). The values of tres necessary with the flow mode
are reported for y 5 1023 (value at which the kinetics of adsorption is
independent of concentration) and for y 5 0.1: for this latter value, an
agreement with the calculated values is found just for a , 0.5
Q a
N ‘‘stop-flow’’
analytic
N tres simul;
y 5 1023
N tres simul;
y 5 0.1
0.1 0.91 47 45 30
0.2 0.83 25 29 14
0.5 0.66 11 13 7
1 0.5 6 6 5
2 0.33 4 4 3
5 0.166 3 3 3
Fig. 6 Time evolution of the adsorption at the end of the channel
under continuous flow and stop-flow conditions for a kinetic
controlled process (koff 5 10
23 s21), V¯ 5 100 mm s21, 0.3 mm s21
and 0.1 mm s21. The other parameters are those of Fig. 5. The markers
(open squares) show the experimental results for IgG adsorption on
PET microchannels. The minimum and the maximum values of the
experiments (crosses) are used to bound the average values. A 1028 M
IgG solution in PBS was pumped into the PET channel with a
pressure driven flow with a velocity of 90 mL h21 (corresponding
to V¯ 5 2.5 mm s21 leading to the same residence time of 10 s, as the
experimental channel length is 25 mm, as described in Fig. SI3 in
the ESI{).
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kinetics strongly limits the adsorption. Under ‘‘stop-flow’’
conditions, 4 sequential static loads are required to reach 99%
of the theoretical Ceq
theor value, and a volume of 4 6 1022 mL
of protein solution is needed (i.e. 4 times the channel volume).
For Nmax 5 4, a continuous flow velocity V¯ 5 0.3 mm s
21 is
calculated from eqn (13), and then imposed in the simulations.
A time t 5 1.2 6 104 s is needed to reach 99% of the
theoretical coverage with this velocity value. This leads to use
of 3.6 6 1022 mL, which is comparable with the one used in
the ‘‘stop-flow’’. The criterion (eqn (13)) is then confirmed as
valid to minimise the sample. The case presented here is an
extreme one, as the kinetics of adsorption are very low and
require flow velocity values that are difficult to achieve
experimentally. On the other hand, for intermediate cases of
kinetics, the criterion (eqn (13)) can be helpful to determine if
the continuous flow can be used or not.§
From an experimental point of view, controlling the flow in
a microchannel is not always an easy task. The ‘‘stop-flow’’
approach alleviates the difficulty as the sample renewal
can be done rapidly without controlling the flow rate, even
if it implies a control of the sample volume to avoid
exaggerated waste.
The experimental results of the IgG adsorption on PET
under flow conditions are also shown (markers) in Fig. 6 to
check the accordance with the simulations. High flow rates
are important to minimize transport limitations and to allow
an accurate estimation of the kinetic constants.15 Therefore a
pressure driven flow rate of 90 mL h21 was imposed
(corresponding to the same residence time as for the simulation
at V¯ 5 100 mm s21, with the couple (L, V¯) 5 (25 mm,
2500 mm s21) instead of (1 mm, 100 mm s21). (See the valida-
tion in Fig. SI3 in the ESI{.)
Good agreement is found between the simulation and the
experimental results. The adsorption of IgG on PET is
confirmed to be under kinetic control.1 The experimental
coverage values are slightly greater compared to the simulated
ones. This may be due to the fact that immunosorption
kinetics may be enhanced by the forced convection during the
filling of the channel.21
Further information on the effect of the solute diffusion
coefficient and of the type of flow (pressure induced and
electroosmotic flows) on the coatings can also be found in the
ESI{. In particular it is verified that the results of this work can
be extrapolated to longer channels, provided that the residence
time is respected (e.g. the results previously obtained for the
couple (L, V¯) 5 (1 mm, 100 mm s21) also apply to results
obtained in a system where (L, V¯) 5 (1 cm, 1 mm s21)).
5 Conclusions
Due to the solution depletion occurring during static adsorp-
tion in microsystems,1 two methods to renew the solution are
studied in order to obtain the best possible coverage of the
active adsorbing wall: the ‘‘stop-flow’’ and the continuous
flow processes. To do this, a finite element model has been
developed considering the transient convection diffusion of
one species in solution coupled to the adsorption kinetics on
the active surface.
As the multiple ‘‘stop-flow’’ procedure is done with
sequential static loads, an analytical expression is provided
by which the number of necessary loads can be predicted (in a
situation far from full coverage, i.e. low concentration
solutions). Finally, good agreement is found between experi-
mental results and the simulations.
For the continuous flow process, the effects on the coating
of different adsorption kinetic rates have been studied. In
diffusion limited cases, uniform adsorption coverages are
obtained for flow velocity values V¯ , (Nmax–1)DL/h
2, where
Nmax corresponds to the number of volumes of sample that we
want to use. Nmax can be fixed equal to the number of steps for
the ‘‘stop-flow’’ mode, giving the velocity range for which the
continuous flow is competitive with the ‘‘stop-flow’’ in terms
of sample waste (for 99% of coating uniformity along
the channel). Similarly, under kinetic control, the value V¯ 5
(Nmax–1)konCuL ensures the theoretical coverage using the
same amount of sample as the ‘‘stop-flow’’. These comparisons
underline the interest of the ‘‘stop-flow’’, especially with slow
kinetics, low concentrations or short channels implying too
slow velocity values for the continuous flow.
Measurement of IgG adsorption in a PET microchannel
under flow conditions has been performed, showing a good
agreement with the simulation results and confirming confocal
microscopy as a useful and simple tool to investigate adsorp-
tion in microsystems. The results obtained with this model can
be extended to longer channels, after scaling the velocity flow.
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